1990 Porsche 911 - UK Registered - RHD 780 Miles
UK Registered - RHD - 780 Miles

Preis

Preis auf Anfrage

Lenkung

Rechts

1990

Zustand

Gebraucht

780 mi / 1 256 km

Standort

Baujahr
Kilometerstand
Getriebe

Schaltgetriebe

Außenfarbe

Weiss

Automobiltyp

Coupé

Beschreibung
Singer Vehicle Design was founded in 2009 to both preserve and optimize the famed air-cooled
Porsche 911. The 964 model Porsche became the perfect foundation for Singer's work possessing the
ideal combination of classic air-cooled Porsche traits combined with a sophisticated footing in the
vital areas of the vehicle's dynamics. Inspiration is taken from the classic road racing era of the
Porsche during the 1970's and can be seen in almost every detail around the car including the 'Butzi
Porsche-inspired bodywork.
This car was very much built to encapsulate the finer details of the best 911s whilst still incorporating
a modern twist. Singer’s colour offerings are inspired by countless years of inspiration throughout
Porsche history. This example is finished in Dark Ivory, a variation of the Ivory offered on the 356 as
early as 1951 and the 911 in the early 1970s. The car looks fantastic liveried as such, a modern twist
on a period hue providing an elegant but historic colour scheme.
Satin nickel bumperettes and nickel trim contrast the black script with subtle toned side stripes;
upfront, the bonnet features the important central fuel filler cap. The wheels echo the finish of the
black and chrome in a matte finish.
This example is fitter with the later, revised 4.0 litre powerplant producing 400 hp. Thanks to
extensive use of carbon fibre for the majority of the body, the Singer weighs nearly 200kg less than a
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donor 964 Carrera 2, tipping the scales at just 1100kg all in. This example features the upgraded 6speed gearbox/
Inside this car benefits from tan leather racing seats with Singer’s famed woven leather inserts;
paired with brass grommets. Additionally, the woven tan leather is used for the dashboard inserts
with the five-wide dial layout featuring the central rev counter in burnt orange. The upper and lower
dash are finished in black.
The tan leather-wrapped roll bar sits behind, with tan leather extending to the rear seats. The central
transmission tunnel and sills are also finished in Dark Ivory; a fantastic touch to bring the outside of
the car to the inside. This example features the Track option front seats and uprated Ohlins dampers.
Duo-black anodised wheel centres with white nickel wheel barrels cover the Racing Red brake
callipers.
This fantastic RHD Singer presents with just 780 Miles since its reimagination having been used
sparingly since completion. This example is currently available to view at our showrooms outside
London immediately, accompanied by its Singer fitted luggage.

Please refer to our main website www.dke.co.uk for full details, additional photos, our terms of sale
and accurate pricing as some websites may use out of date currency exchange rates:
https://www.dkeng.co.uk/ferrari-sales/1343/prestige_cars/porsche_911_singer.html
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